
Supplementary Materials

Analytical Calculations for Nearest-Spike Interactions

The predicted weight change of a given model for a given protocol can

be either simulated numerically or calculated analytically. As an example of

analytical calculation, we are showing here the explicit expression of the weight

change predicted by a triplet learning rule with Nearest-Spike interactions for

a pairing protocol. The explicit expression of the weight change is simply

obtained by counting the number pairs and triplets with fixed intervals. For

example, in a pairing protocol with N pairs of pre- and postsynaptic spikes

repeated at a frequency ! with a positive delay !t, there are N pre-post pairs

separated by !t and N ! 1 post-pre pairs separated by !!1 !!t where !!1 is

the interval between pairs. The weight change !w gives

!w = (N ! 1)F2(!
!1 !!t) + (N ! 1)F3(!

!1, !!1 !!t)

+ NG2(!t) + (N ! 1)G3(!t, !!1) (1)

For negative !t, an analogous argument applies which gives

!w = NF2(!!t) + (N ! 1)F3(!
!1,!!t)

+ (N ! 1)G2(!
!1 + !t) + (N ! 1)G3(!

!1 + !t, !!1) (2)

where F2(s) = !A!
2 exp(!s/"!) and G2(s) = A+

2 exp(!s/"+) denote the

pair-based depression kernel and pair-based potentiation kernel respectively,

F3(s, s") = !A!
3 exp(!s/"x) exp(!s"/"!) and G3(s, s") = A+

3 exp(!s/"+) exp(!s"/"y)

denote the triplet-based depression kernel and triplet-based potentiation kernel

respectively.
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The weight change for other combinations of model and protocol can be

calculated in the same way by counting the number of pairs and triplets with

given intervals.

Poisson Statistics with Nearest-Spike Interactions

In the Nearest-Spike interaction, we have almost a BCM behavior. If we

assume Poisson statistics, i.e. an interval distribution Px(s) = !x exp(!!xs) for

the presynaptic spikes and Py(s) = !y exp(!!ys) for the postsynaptic spikes,

we can calculate the expectation of the pair terms and the triplet terms of

Eqs. (3) and (4), where !x and !y correspond to the pre- and postsynaptic

firing rate respectively. For example, for each postsynaptic spike, the triplet

potentiation term gives:

A+
3

! #

0

Py(s)e
!s/!yds

! #

0

Px(s)e
!s/!+ds =

A+
3 !x!y

(!y + #y)(!x + #x)
(3)

where #+ = "!1
+ and #y = "!1

y . All other terms can be calculated in the

same way. This gives

"
dw

dt

#
= !A!

2

!x!y

!y + #!
! A!

3

!2
x!y

(!x + #x) (!y + #!)

+ A+
2

!x!y

!x + #+
+ A+

3

!x!2
y

(!y + #y) (!x + #+)
(4)

where #! = "!1
! and #x = "!1

x . If we do the same assumption as we did

with the All-to-All interaction scheme, i.e. A!
3 = 0 and we further assume that

!x " #+ (in our case !x " 60Hz), we can satisfy the first constraint of a BCM

learning rule, i.e. dw/dt = $(!y, %)!x, but we cannot satisfy the second one.

It is impossible to redefine the amplitude parameters in such a way that the
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threshold becomes proportional to !̄p
y. Note that this does not mean that the

learning rule Eq. (4) cannot elicit the properties of a BCM learning rule, such

as input selectivity. In fact, this learning rule has still the input selectivity

property, but only for a limited range of input frequencies.
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